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Detailed Codenica Inventory Description: Description: Codenica
Inventory is a remote audit software for network computers,
simultaneously providing the automatic software status audits of the
computers in the company, and a software for tracking computers and
employees in the network. The application doesn't take long to install
and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to
complete before you can actually use it. It sports a really intuitive
graphical interface with lots of nice features and tools at hand.
Codenica Inventory is packed with tools that allows you to track
computers and employees in the network, as well as to perform audits.
Remote scanning of IT resources The application enables remote
scanning of IT resources without the use of agents installed (DCOM),
using the installed Agents and through scanning computers using the D-
Scanner (desktop scanner - computer scan run from the USB drive with
the scan results saved to files). The Codenica Audit process is divided
into two stages: scanning and identification. The first stage is
responsible for collecting source data (WMI, Windows Registry and
scanned files) from the audited computers. The second stage is a
process of transforming source objects into inventoried objects
(Computer Sets (IT-Sets), Hardware and Software). Each stage can be
fully configured. Another important function of Codenica Audit is the
mechanism for tracking network computers and employees. It requires
remote installation on employees' computers of the so-called Agents, i.e.
small modules tracking an employee's current work and activities.
Agents running on employees' computers not only perform tracking but
also enable remote execution of several functions which may be
categorized as Help Desk (employee remote support). All in all,
Codenica Inventory is a complex and nice application that you could use
in order to perform audits and track computers and employees in the
network. Another important feature of Codenica Inventory is the
mechanisms for remote deployment of the agents (installation and
removal). The application has a good configuration tool (setup wizard)
that makes all the difficult parts of setting up the application very easy.
What's New Version 2.5 - May 2011: - New option "File System" on the
Windows target PC will allow to remotely audit WMI entries; - New
option "Windows PC Reset" in the Help Desk module will allow to
remotely reboot a selected PC via the Agent; - A new option to remove
one or more computer sets
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This little but powerful application is designed to add Macro keys to
your WinZip file. How to install: Just double-click the ZIP file and it'll be
installed on your computer. It will create a new Quick-access Toolbar in
your Internet Explorer. Usage: Save the changes Choose your zip file
Choose your new key/macro Note: Make sure you select the right
"Macro" from the "Edit" menu. You can even use the "Add Shortcut"
option to create your own key/macro for WinZip. Some of the
key/macro's that you can add to your zip file: -- Macros Move/Copy
(Ctrl+C/Ctrl+X) Print (Ctrl+P) Delete (Del) Explorer (F4) Format
(Ctrl+E) Exit (Alt+F4) Run (Ctrl+Shift+F4) Run as Administrator
(Win+R, enter "regedit" and press Enter) Edit with Notepad Execute
(Alt+Enter) Scan with MS Office (Alt+I) Search (Ctrl+F) -- Shortcuts 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 --Hotkeys Q A S W E T O A Note: Hotkeys like
E,F4,W,Q,A,T,O,Q,E etc are also set as macros. Note: If you have a
scenario where you want to set a Macro for a scenario where you would
normally use a Hotkey, we suggest you do this: Set your Macro to the
Hotkey. For example: If you would normally use Q (Windows/Q on a
normal computer) then set your Macro to Q. This way, if you press Q,
it'll run your macro (if you set any) and you can just close your browser
and re-open it. --Edits Get|Gets Fix|Fixes Trash|Trashes
ToggleHidden|Toggles HideAll|Hide UnhideAll|Unhides Show|Shows --
Menu Commands In|Inspect Out|Out Open|Opens Close|Closes
Save|Saves Check|Checks New|New Open|Op 2edc1e01e8
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Codenica Inventory is a web-based solution that allows users to track
and manage IT resources and their activities in the network. It's a
remote audit software for network computers, simultaneously providing
the automatic software status audits of the computers in the company,
and a software for tracking computers and employees in the network.
Complex but intuitive graphical interface The application doesn't take
long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you
would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a really
intuitive graphical interface with lots of nice features and tools at hand.
Codenica Inventory is packed with tools that allows you to track
computers and employees in the network, as well as to perform audits.
Remote scanning of IT resources The application enables remote
scanning of IT resources without the use of agents installed (DCOM),
using the installed Agents and through scanning computers using the D-
Scanner (desktop scanner - computer scan run from the USB drive with
the scan results saved to files). The Codenica Audit process is divided
into two stages: scanning and identification. The first stage is
responsible for collecting source data (WMI, Windows Registry and
scanned files) from the audited computers. The second stage is a
process of transforming source objects into inventoried objects
(Computer Sets (IT-Sets), Hardware and Software). Each stage can be
fully configured. More features and tools Another important function of
Codenica Audit is the mechanism for tracking network computers and
employees. It requires remote installation on employees' computers of
the so-called Agents, i.e. small modules tracking an employee's current
work and activities. Agents running on employees' computers not only
perform tracking but also enable remote execution of several functions
which may be categorized as Help Desk (employee remote support). All
in all, Codenica Inventory is a complex and nice application that you
could use in order to perform audits and track computers and
employees in the network. Codenica Inventory Download: Codenica
Inventory is a web-based solution that allows users to track and manage
IT resources and their activities in the network. It's a remote audit
software for network computers, simultaneously providing the
automatic software status audits of the computers in the company, and
a software for tracking computers and employees in the network.
Complex but intuitive graphical interface The application doesn't take
long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you
would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports
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What's New In Codenica Inventory?

Codenica Inventory is a powerful and configurable remote audit
application. Using Codenica Inventory you can track computers and
employees in the network. You can perform remote audits of computers
using the D-Scanner (agentless). Codenica Inventory requires no
additional agents to perform remote audits. It allows scanning of
computers in the network, monitoring of computer activities and
auditing of computer performance in the real time, all with the use of
Codenica Audit Wizard, a configurable interface. You can scan
computers and employees in the network. All scanning is performed
automatically by Codenica D-Scanner. It's a remote scanner that runs in
a user's PC without the use of installed agents. Codenica D-Scanner
supports scanning computers and employees in the network in real
time. In order to audit computers and employees, Codenica Audit
Wizard allows the following: • Detecting the OS type of the computer. •
Identifying the computer's IP address, • Network address, • Location on
the network, • User ID, • Computer ID, • List of all software on the
computer. • Date and time of the computer startup. • The presence of
an active Internet connection. • The state of the computer. • The
processes currently running on the computer. • The states of the
processes. • Computer disk space. • Computer memory. • Network
connections. • User connected to the Internet. • Whether the computer
is currently online. • The computer's keyboard and mouse activity. •
The computer's running programs. • Whether a program is currently
running on the computer. • Computer volume information (including the
running processes). • Windows Registry information. • Computers listed
in computer sets. • Computer model and serial number. • Computer
information in specific categories (IP address, location, user ID, etc.)
and whether the user exists. • The hardware and software information.
• The software installed on the computer. • The computer processes. •
The time of the last computer reboot. • Time of the computer's last
Internet connection. • The application's process (if the application runs
in the background) or the state of the application process (online or
offline). • The processes on the list (including the activity of the
process). • Running processes on the computer. • Hard drive usage. •
The execution time of the computer's running processes. • Computer
and user software licenses. • What's the state of a process (running,
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dead, offline, etc.). • What's the state of the process. • The computer's
OS



System Requirements For Codenica Inventory:

Hardware: Pentium III 700 MHz processor Memory: 256Mb RAM
Graphical: 200 Mb CD-ROM Drive Software: Microsoft Windows
98/XP/2000 1.1 Disk Space: 1.0 MB Disk space For license key, please
click below If you can not find what you want, please send us an E-
mail@REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- @REM
Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one @REM
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